ABOUT YOUR
SOLAR HEATING SYSTEM
Your solar furnace was made by Lakota Solar Enterprises, a Lakota-owned Pine Ridge
company. It is a solar air heating system, which uses the sun’s energy to heat your home.
Your solar heating system will not provide ALL your heat—it supplements your other
heat sources (such as electricity, propane or wood stove)
The heating system only works when the sun is shining—it does not work at night or
when it is cloudy
LSE’s solar heating systems are manufactured in its
facility at Pine Ridge. The main component of each unit
is a four-by-eight-foot solar collector panel, made of a
black metal film covered by a sheet of special solar
glass and surrounded by a metal frame.
This panel is mounted and installed next to the south
side of the house, where it absorbs heat from the sun.
The mounted panel is connected to the house by two air
ducts (supply and return). Whenever the air inside the
collector panel is warmer than the temperature set on the heating system’s thermostat, a
blower inside the system turns on and warm air is pushed into the house.
During the heating season:
The heater does not need to be turned on and off daily.
If you leave the heater plugged in and the thermostat
turned up, the heater will automatically turn on whenever
the panel is heated by the sun
At night or when it is very cloudy, the heater will
automatically shut off—a back-draft damper keeps cool air
from entering the house
Remember to turn down the thermostat on your other heat
source when the solar heating system is running
When you do NOT need heat:
Turn the solar heating system’s thermostat down
In the spring, you can unplug the heating system
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If your heating system is not working, check to make sure that:
The power cord from the heater is plugged into a working electrical outlet in your home
The heater’s thermostat is turned up higher than the temperature in the room
The sun is shining on the solar panel outside your home
www.lakotasolarenterprises.com

